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Whichever AUTEM™ product is used in an interior space, the inhabitants will experience a quieter and healthier environment.  Each AUTEM™ product works to reduce 
noise pollution and create a healthy and sound interior, whether placed in a large commercial warehouse or fulfillment center, a school gymnasium or library, or in 

restaurants, sports arenas and more.

Create interiors with healthy listening conditions to better hear by eliminating background noise due to vibrations and echoes.  AUTEM™ is 

designed for superior sound absorption, is both lightweight and easy to install, and it fits into the acoustic solutions project budget.   The 

product is entirely customizable in shape and size, as well as thickness.  There is virtually no maintenance needed for any of the Autem™ 

products due to the product materials.

AAll AUTEM™ products work to promote interior health.  AUTEM™ Air is good not only for the external environment since it is 100% recyclable and 

manufactured without the use of water, it also promotes a healthy interior:  it is odor-free, does not emit volatile organic chemicals (VOCs) and 

has no harmful irritants.  Installation is easy, requiring no special equipment such as that used for fiberglass, and it won’t crumble like standard 

ceiling tiles.

AUTEM™ Baffles and Clouds are covered in FabriFELT™ - 100% pure wool felt.  Felt is a natural, durable material that can absorb moisture and has 

shown antibacterial and antimicrobial properties.  

AUTEM™ is an environmentally friendly product, beneficial to the interior environment and the exterior environment.  AUTEM™ Air consists of 
over 80% post-consumer recycled materials, is 100% recyclable and does not emit any odors.  The material is safe, naturally non-allergenic and 
non-irritant and is free of all VOCs.  The product is mold resistant and does not retain moisture.  It is manufactured without the use of water.  

AUTEM™ Air proudly qualifies for LEED v4 interiors and is DECLARE certified.  

AUTEM™ is an interior finish acoustic product that 
absorbs noise and mitigates sound reverberation, so 
that sound quality is crisp, clear and assures a safe 
hearing environment.
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